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PACS.74.72.-h High Tc-compounds
PACS.74.25.Bt Thermodynarnic properties

PACS.74.25.Fy Transport properties (electric and thermal conductivity, thermoelectric

eflects, etc.

Abst,ract. We
review some

of trie systematic patterns in trie normal state properties of high
temperature oxide superconductors which may help in trie search for trie pairing mechanism. A

recent analysis of thermodynamic properties, namely trie conduction electron entropy determined

from high resolution specific heat data and trie static magnetic susceptibility, both measured

for
a

wide range of closely spaced compositions, yields much information about trie eflects of

hale doping and zinc substitution
on

trie low energy electronic excitations in these compounds.
We attempt to correlate this information with the systematic changes observed in trie electrical

resistivity, Hall coefàcient and most notably trie thermoelectric power, for which
a new

scaling
property is

reported.

1. Introduction

Understanding trie microscopic pairing mechamsm responsible for superconducting transition

temperatures (Tc as high as 164 K iii in trie layered cuprates is one of trie most fascinating open

questions in sohd state physics. In trie last two years many experiments, especially penetration
depth [2,3], tunnelling [4] and tricrystal [5] studies, have provided convincing evidence that for

these particular compounds trie superconducting state lias unconventional d~2-y2 symmetry.
This is clearly an important development, especially for understanding various properties of

trie superconducting state, mcluding high Tc devices. However it is unlikely that it will be

sullicient to discrimmate between the many different theories of the pairing mechamsm that

have been proposed in the last ten years- It is generally agreed that for this problem the way

forward is to see which theojy bejt
accounts for the systematic behaviour of various normal

state properties above Tc as ~a
fuiction of composition, temperature, applied magnetic field

and pressure. In this paper
vie suùlmarise

some of our recent experimental work in this area,

and some related work in thl hterature, which may help m this intriguing search for the

correct pairing mechanism- It is an honour to dedicate this short review to the memory of the

outstanding experimental solid state physicist, Professor I.F. Schegolev.

(*) On leaue tram: The Institute of Physics of trie University, Zagreb, Croatia

Author for correspondence je-mail: jrc@cus.cam.ac.uk)
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Fig. l. Phase diagrams of a) La2-~Sr~Cu04
[GI

and b) YBa2Cu307-à [î]. in
bath

cases
trie Tc

values bave been taken from specific heat studies [8, 9].

2. Elfects of Hole Concentration
on Bulk Transport Properties

The phase diagranis of two of trie most widely studied high Tc oxides La2-~Sr~Cu04 (LSCO [6]
and YBa2Cu306+~ (YBCO) I?i are shown

m
Figure as a function of Sr and O content

respectively, with Tc values determined from specific heat studies [8,9]. In both cases the

superconducting state is induced by adding a small number of holes (pi to each Cu02 Plane.
For LSCO it is relatively easy to maintain trie oxygen stoichiometry fixed and therefore when

La~+ is replaced by Sr~+ the number of added holes/Cu02 unit, p = x- For YBCO the hole

content lias been deduced indirectly from bond length analysis (bond valence sums) [10j- It

~v.as concluded that trie maximum m Tc at 92 K for YBCO corresponds to p =
0-16, as for

LSCO, but this important point merits further investigation e- g. by detailed analysis of Y/Ca
substitution experiments- For both YBCO and LSCO relatively small values of p cause a

change from the Mott-Hubbard insulating ground state at p =
0 to a superconducting ground

state. For LSCO the superconducting ground state extends from
x =

0.05 to 0.27. Surprisingly
at higher values of x ii-e- p) LSCO remams a good metal but is no longer superconducting-

2-1- RESISTIVITY- Both compounds continue to become better metals as x is mcreased,
and as shown by trie single crystal data in Figure 2 trie room temperature conductivity of trie

Cu02 Planes increases linearly with
x

for both compounds [11-13j as originally emphasised
by Batlogg for polycrystalline LSCO [14j. Trie typical temperature dependence of trie Cu02
plane resistivity pab(T) is illustrated in Figure 3 for crystalline films of YBa2Cu307-à Ill].
Trie changes in slope above 350 K are thought to anse from oxygen ordering effects [15].
Namely resistivity studies of polycrystalline YBCO samples quenched from 500 î00 °C into

liqmd nitrogen show that oxygen atoms in the Cu-O chains (which
are disordered because of

the quench) quickly develop short range order on warming from 300-320 K but become more

disordered agam at higher temperatures [15]- Below room temperature, pab(T) is hnear
m

T

for à
=

0.05, but for higher values of à a marked downward curvature sets in below a certain

temperature T*. As discussed by several groups [16-19j this is connected with trie spm or

normal state gap diqcussed later
m

Section 4-1. It is notable that trie data m Figure 3 for
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of trie ab plane resistivities of YBa2 Cu307-à crystalhne films with

trie values of à shown iii]. Trie dashed fines show data for two single crystals iii] with à
=

0 and 0.4.

YBCO films show a low residual resistivity, almost independent of trie oxygen deficiency m

the range 0 < à < 0.4- The main effect of reducing the hole concentration is to mcrease the

inelastic (temperature dependent part of trie resistivity by a factor 5- In contrast similar data

for polycrystallme samples m Figure 4 Ill, 20] show trie same general behaviour but a much

larger residual resistivity which almost certainly anses from grain boundaries-

2-2- HALL EFFECT. The Hall coefficient (RH of high Tc oxides shows unusual behaviour

which lias been studied by several groups. At very low doping levels RH is T-independent with

a magnitude corresponding to trie number of added holes p as illustrated for La2-z Srz Cu04 Î21j

m Figures Sa and 5b. For p > 0.05 trie Hall coefficient develops a marked T dependence- For

p > 0-1 trie magnitude of RH becomes much smaller than trie value expected from trie number
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Fig. 5. a) Temperature dependence of the Hall coefàcient RH for polycrystalline samples of
La2-~Sr~Cu04 [21]. b) [RH us. x at 300 and 80 K. Some single crystal data

are
also shown [21]. Trie

dashed fine corresponds to RH
#

i§ lez where i§ is trie volume per formula unit.

of added holes and RH decreases exponentially with x
(Fig. 5b) and for LSCO it changes sign

for p > 0.3. The exponential dependence of RH is found for other polycrystalline compounds
as shown m early work on doped YBCO [22] and also m Figure 6a. The values of p used in

Figure 6a for YBCO and the related (Yi-~ Ca~ )Sr2 (Tlo.5Pbo.5 )Cu20j compound ils, 23] which

has no CUO chains, have been derived from "bond valence sum analijes [10,24]. whereas those
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Fig. 6. a) Analogous plots to Figure 5b for various polycrystalline samples namely
a

logarithmic
plot of trie Hall number nH at 290 K

versus
trie number of added holes (p) per Cuo2 unit, with p

estimated in various ways for diflerent compounds (see text). Trie dashed fine agoni corresponds to

nH " p. Trie vertical
arrows

mark trie superconducting region. b) Comparison of
room temperature

Hall coefàcient data for YBa2Cu307-à
in

trie form of ah plane films, open circles iii], single crystals,

crosses
[là, 27] and polycrystalline ceramics, closed circles [là, 20].

for the single layer T12Ba2Cu08+à compound [25j have been derived from the values of Tc using
the parabolic Tc(p) relation [26j. The same procedure was also used to obtain the variation

of trie room temperature thermoelectric power (TEP) with p [24j. These results are indeed

representative of trie ab plane Hall coefficient of single crystals as illustrated by trie comiarison
of Hall data for single crystal [27j, thin film Ill] and polycrystalline samples of YBCO ils, 20j
shown m Figure 6b-

The corresponding T dependence of RH for ab plane YBCO films Ill] is shown for various

values of à in Figure 7- There are substantial changes m trie magnitude and T dependence of

both RH (Fig. 7) and pab (Fig. 3) as a function of à. But as shown m Figure 8 trie ratio of

pabIRH(T) e pz~ /p~y, a~z la~y or
cot(RH) trie inverse Hall angle, varies much less with à, by

only about 20Vo while RH and pab change by at least a factor 5 il ii Similar data are obtained by
other groups both for single crystals [27j and thin films [19,28,29j of YBa2Cu307-à. It is often

found that cot RH obeys a
T~ power law. Indeed this observation m Zn doped YBa2Cu307

crystals [30j was the key evidence in favour of the two lifetime mortel of Anderson [31j in which

the conductivity is determined by the holon lifetime and the Hall angle by the spinon lifetime.

In fact trie data in Figure 8 show a gradual change in the exponent from T~ to T~ ~ behaviour

as à is reduced from 0.28 to 0.05. Some curvature m cot RH
m-

T~ is also observed for Ca

doped YBCO films [32j (§ihere optimum doping occurs with substantial oxygen deficiency in

the Cu-O chains)
so it does seem to be a property of the Cu02 planes m

YBCO. On the other

hand cot RH for B12Sr2Cai-~Y~CUOB crystals [33j lits an
AT~ + B law very well and agam

there is little change in A as Tc is reduced by underdoping. A similar situation is found for

T12Ba2Cu08+à crystals ils] when Tc is reduced from 60 to 20 Il by overdoping. In this case RH

is nearly T.independent on the overdoped strie with a value corre8ponding to approximately 1

hole ver Cu02 unit as shown m Figure 9a- Its weak T dependence combined with the upward

curvature in pab(T) give a
T~ law for cot RH (Fig. 9b).

To conclude this section we may say that the strong T-dependence of RH is connected with

the occurrence of superconductivity. Àlthough bath RH and pab change strongly with hale
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Figures 3 and 7 iii].

concentration and show changes in slope associated with the opening of the normal state gap
m the underdoped region, their ratio, trie Hall angle, does not, and indeed shows similar

behaviour for both underdoped and overdoped regions. We believe that trie insensitivity of
trie Hall angle to doping level is a key result for understanding trie normal state transport
properties-

2.3. THERMOELECTRIC POWER. Trie thermoelectric power or Seebeck coefficient of trie
hole doped cuprates varies strongly with doping and is usually positive. Typical behaviour for
underdoped, optimally doped and overdoped compounds is shown

m Figure 10 [24j. Unhke the
resistivity the TEP is not sensitive to grain boundaries and measurements of polycrystalline
samples mvariably correspond to the ab plane thermopower of smgle crystals of the same
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composition. This lias been shown by direct comparison with data for single crystals in trie
literature, for example trie underdoped B12212 crystal [34j in Figure 10 and by measurements

on polycrystalline samples in which trie grain boundaries were degraded in a controlled manner

[35]. As trie hole concentration is increased above the threshold value for superconductivity the
broad maximum in the TEP shifts systematically to lower temperatures. For optimally doped
compounds the maximum is presumably below Tc (since for a conductor the TEP

-
0 as

T
-

0) and the TEP follows a linear aT + fl law with a finite intercept fl of order 8 -10 /tV/K
(Fig. 10)- However this is not invariably true, e-g- for the Cu02 Planes of YBCO ii- e. the

a axis thermopower of untwinned crystals [36j) and for the single layer T12201 compound,
fl

=
o to 2 /tV/K above 120 K with a marked increase below 100-120 K- On the other hand

for optimally doped LSCO fl
=

20 /tV/K at room temperature. Despite these differences, the

room temperature TEP varies so systematically with p that it can be used as a guide to trie
hole concentration as shown

m Figure 11 [24j- This is a somewhat surprising result, but trie
analysis of susceptibility and entropy described later does mdicate that in high Tc cuprates the
added holes occupy a narrow range of energies near the Fermi level [8, 37j (or

more precisely
mduce spectral weight within about + / 600 K of the Fermi level) So it seems that the room

temperature TEP is very sensitive to the speétral weight in this energy region-
An example of the use of TEP measurements for understanding the doping process is shown

m Figure 12 [24, 38] where the room temperature TEP of various YBa2(Cui-~M~ )307-à
sam-

ples is plotted ~ersus Tc. It can be seen that the points for all chain dopants, M
=

Ga, Cr, Co,
and Al, lie on the same curve as O deficient [BCD, showing that the effect of these dopants

is simply to reduce the planar hole concentration p. On the other hand Zn and Ni which
substitute for trie planar Cu(2) atoms clearly reduce Tc without substantially affecting p-

3. A Simple Model for the Transport Properties of High Tc Oxides

At trie end of1992 much of trie experimental data described above was well documented. There

was also evidence from angular resolveô photo emission (ARPES) work for trie existence of a
large Fermi surface (FS) rather similar to that calculated [39] using band theory and trie local
density approximation. Neutron scattering [6, 7] and many NMR studies [40] already gave
evidence for trie importance of anti-ferromagnetic spin fluctuations with a well defined

wave

vector Q
"

(~ la,
~

la) in the Cu02 Planes and a certain characteristic width, (~[(T) in k space
which became much broader

as p was mcr)ased- As sketched in Figure 13, [41j, if trie electrical
resistivity were determined by electron-sjin fluctuation scattering, then because ail parts of
trie FS are not spanned by trie characteristic wave vector Q(+(~~(T)) trie mean free patin
would vary strongly around trie FSI It was shown [41j how this picture gave a simple qualitative
explanation of most of trie above properties, including trie large TEP (which is closely hnked to
trie magnitude off), trie strong doping and T dependence of pab and RH and trie weaker doping
dependence of cot RH Another supporting point was that pab(T) and cot RH of zinc doped
samples had different T àependences and yet both approximately obeyed Matthiessen's rùle-
The latter rule is only exiected to hold when the density of states or number of charge carri~rs,

is T-independent and different scattering processes, e-g. potential scattering and in this case
inelastic spin fluctuation scattering, are

mdépendent and additive. The viewpoint described
above arose primarily from the nearly anti-ferromagnetic Fermi liqmd picture (NAFL) of Pines
and co-workers [42j who have now made detailed calculations of RH and cot RH (43j It has also
been discussed within the t-J mortel [44]. However smce then a number of new experimental
facts bave emerged which are discussed in trie followmg paragraphs- These new results show
that trie energy dependence of trie excitation spectrum is of primary importance.
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ose to a strong variation in mean
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us. ly. As shown in (cl there is

also
a

strong energy dependence of trie relaxation time
in

trie regions A-A' which is governed by trie real

space spin fluctuation correlation length ((T) and which enhances trie TEP. Note that trie numerical

value used for (~~ in this diagram
is a

factor of IA larger than that measured for YBa2Cu306
92 at

150 K by neutron scattering because of
an error in reference [41]. lin trie neutron scattering papers

one
r-1-u- refers to a

reduced lattice unit, i.e.
v5~ la and trot a reciprocal lattice unit).

4. Bulk Thermodynamic Properties

4.1. THE NORMAL STATE GAP IN YBCO. Trie presence of a gap m trie spm fluctuation

spectrum of oxygen deficient (underdoped) YBCO lias been established by neutron [6] and

NMR studies [45-47] which sho~v. that trie imaginary part of trie spin susceptibility x"(Q,~a)
develops a low frequency gap in trie normal state above Tc. Below a certain temperature T~

there is also a decrease m trie static spm susceptibility x'(0, 0) of underdoped samples and in

trie corresponding ~~Y [48] and ~~O NMR Knight shifts [45j. The precise relationship between

the characteristic temperatures of the responses at Q
=

0 and Q
=

(~la,~la)
is still being

investigated and we will simply focus on the uniform (Q
=

0) response here- Initially the

decrease in x' was ascribed to a gap in the spm spectrum only, however specific heat studies [9]
showed a drastic decrease in the height of trie anomaly at Tc in underdoped YBCO (Fig. 14a).
Integration of these data to give trie electronic entropy S showed that S/T and trie static

susceptibility ~(T) had almost identical temperature dependences (Fig. 14b). Furthermore to

within 20%, S/xT is equal to trie free electron Wilson ratio ao %
~~k( /3p(- The similar T

dependences of S/T and i show that trie total spin/charge excitation spectrum (all QI and

trie Q
=

0 spm excitation spectrum have similar energy dependences. This would not preclude

the possibility that the normal state gap exists m the spm spectrum alone if the normal state

entropy were dommated by spm excitations. However we believe that this is excluded by the

proximity of the Wilson ratio to its free electron value. This result does not require that the
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respective spectra are those of free electrons but rather that the relative number of thermally
excited charge and spin excitations is that expected for conventional fermions. Thermally
excited fermions contribute kB In(4) to the entropy (with equal contributions from charge and

spm), and /t( /2 to kBXT (Ref. [37] ), values which account for both trie Wilson ratio of free

electrons and trie ratio S/xT in trie normal state and pseudogap regions of YBC07-à and [37]
and LSCO [8] If trie spectrum were dominated by spin excitations then the Wilson ratio would

be a factor of two smaller than observed. We conclude from this thermodynamic data that

charge and spin excitations make comparable contributions to the normal state entropy and

that the normal state gap is present in both charge and spm excitations.

This fact places constraints on possible theoretical descriptions of trie normal state but it

does not necessarily mean that electron-electron correlations are ummportant. For example the

heavy fermion superconducting compound CeCu2S12, which has a mass enhancement of1000

and a superconducting transition temperature of 0.6 K, also has a Wilson ratio close to the

free electron value [49]. However the close numerical correspondence between S and XT shown

m Figure 14b suggests that an analysis m terms of an energy (E) dependent fermion density of

states, g(E) may be appropriate- This would be the case if the normal state gap resulted from
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versus T for

trie samples
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Figure 14a, where 1hS is trie electronic entropy. Lower part, static susceptibility data

for similar samples- ao is trie free electron value of trie Wilson ratio (see text)-
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precursor pairing or a density wave instability- However for simplicity it lias been assumed

'tfiat g(E) is not temperature dependent- From a standard analysis using Fermi statistics it

tutus out that in this model trie T dependence of trie electronic specific heat coefficient ~ and
the quantity x*(T)

e d(XT)/dT closely follow trie E dependence of g(E) [37] near trie Fermi

energy EF. In more general cases ~(T) and ~*(T) reflect trie energy dependences of trie total
and spin excitation spectra respectively-

Figure 15 shows lits of x*(T) to a "d-wave" form of g(E) that is symmetric about EF and
which goes linearly to zero as E

-
EF, but with a states conserving peak at an energy A

similar to trie quasiparticle DOS of a d-wave superconductor- It can be seen that trie "d-wave"
normal state form of g(E) gives a slightly better fit to trie x* data than a non-states conserving
triangular gap- Furthermore all x* curves extrapolate linearly to trie same point at T

=
0,

which corresponds to'the
zero of the spin sqsceptibility as determined by NMR [37, 40]- In

makIng these lits the free parameters are the normal state )ap A and the spm susceptibility
~o at very high temperatures. These are plotted ~ersus oxygen content à in Figure 16. It is
interesting to

oie
that for à > o-î, the gap ~h approaches a value which is quite close to the

accepted value
o the antifejromagnetic excha~ge interaction J between nearest neighbour Cu

spins- The normal state gap £h
-

0 for optimally doped compositions. Trie parameter xo is
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§ackground Pauli paramagnetism xo (open squares) corresponding to trie normal state d-wave gap in

YBa2Cu307-à
are

plotted
versus oxygen deficiency à (from Ref. [37]).

constant for oxygen deficiencies from à
=

0 to 0.3 (trie region of trie first plateau m Tc ~s. ô)

and then falls smoothly by 10% to another constant value at à
=

o-S (trie end of trie 60 K

plateau).

4.2. THE NORMAL STATE GAP IN LSCO. Similar measurements and analysis bave recently

been completed for La2-~Sr~Cu04 (ii jovir
a wide doiing

range 0 é
x < 0.45, gomg from trie
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values are given in $lo. b) Corresponding measurements of trie susceptibility XT for the same
samples [8].

antiferromagnetic, insulating to trie strongly overdoped state. Trie x(T) data are m good

agreement with previous work, and the comparison of XT and S is shown in Figures 17a

and b. For LSCO the magnitude of the spin susceptibility ii-e- the contribution to the total

susceptibility from Van Vleck and Landau terms) is not known as
precisely as for YBCO- Using

the measured values of the total susceptibility gives a Wilson ratio xT/S which is very close

to où the free electron value as found for YBCO- Changes in y with doping are independent

of the zero in spin susceptibility and over a wide range of x, plots of x ~s-
S/T at fixed T

give a slope equal to ao to within 20Vo The same analysis has therefore been made to obtain

the excitation spectrum on the assumption that the T-dependences of ~ and ~* arise from an

energy dependent single partide density of states g(E)-

As shown m Figure 18 for x < 0.lî, g(E) again shows a linear dependence at low energies

and can again be fitted reasonably well by the states conserving d-wave form of g(E) used for

YBCO. However in the region 0-17 < x < 0.22 there is only a small linear region which appears

to extrapolate to a
finite DOS at EF. For larger values of

x
there is simply a

peak in g(E) at

EF which gradually becomes smeared out as x is increased into the heavily overdoped region.

It is possible that this behaviour is a
general feature of overdoped cuprates but this obviously

needs to be verified for other compounds such as Ca doped YBCO.

At the present time there seems to be several possible ways of accounting for the d-wave like

normal state gap- One possibility is that it is caused by precursor superconducting pairing of

carriers well above the superconducting transition temperature as in the picture suggested by

Emery and Kivelson [50]. Here Cooper pairs are formed at high temperatures but the carrier

density is so low that the phase coherence responsible for bulk superconductivity only sets in

at much lower temperatures-

A second possibility is that it is a magnetic elfect. Several NàfR groups have suggested

that there is a
localised magnetic moment on the planar Cu atoms, at least for under- and

optimally-doped compositions. For LSCO this is most clearly shown by the measurements of

~~ Cu 1/Ti at high temperatures [5 ii These basically show the sanie behaviour for compositions

between x =
0 and x =

o-là- Furthermore the anti-ferromagnetic exchange interaction between

nearest neighbour Cu spms J
=

0.13 eV is almost independent of x- In any picture where

the doped holes coexist and interact with localised Cu spins it is quite plausible that their
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Fig. 18. Energy dependent density of states derived from susceptibility data such as those
in

Figure
17b using trie procedure described in reference [37].

mutual interaction would depend on jhe direction m which trie holes are moving- Specifically
there would be weak or even zero mtei'action for holes propagating at 45° to the Cu-O bonds

because for well-ordered spins there is no alternation of spin orientation in those directions.

Thus for those directions there could be zeros in trie magnetically mduced gap, mimicking trie

d~2-y2 symmetry of trie superconducting gap- We should also mention that several theoretical

treatments of Anderson's resonating valence bond (RVB) picture [52, 53] imply that trie spm

excitation gap lias d-wave symmetry above trie superconducting critical temperature.
A third possibility is trie so-called "soft Coulomb gap" mduced by strong electron-electron

interactions especially in a 2D electroii gas. This lias been seen m other materials [54j but

there it generally arises from a combination of electron-electron scattering and disorder.

Recent experiments [55j in which trie superconductivity of LSCO is suppressed by magnetic
fields as high as 60 T show that for x < o-là trie ground state is not metallic in that botli trie in-

plane (pab) and out-of-plane (pc resistivities mcrease as In T down to trie lo~vest temperatures
studied- On trie other hand for x > 0.15 a metalhc ground state in whicli pab and pc are

constant as T
-

0 is obtained when superconductivity is suppressed by high magnetic fields-

This point is consistent with trie form of g(E) shown in Figure 18- However in trie absence of

detailed theoretical predictions, trie high field experiments do not really distinguish between

the possibilities mentioned above- Namely precursor pairs with an energy gap m 500 Il would

probably not be suppressed by fields of 60 Tesla for which trie Zeeman energy pBH/kB
"

40 K. Nor would such fields suppress magnetic interactions, because trie interaction energy,
J m 1600 K, is also much larger thon trie Zeeman energy.

5. Elfects of Zn Doping

5.1. SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES. Àltliough Zn atoms certainly have a fuit dW shell in

the sohd state, substitution of Zn for Cu in YBa2(Cui-yZny )3 Oi gives the largest depression of

Tc for any known dopant. As shown in Figure 19, Zn lias an even stronger effect for underdoped
(oxygen deficient compositions. From measurements of specific heat [56j, NMR [57] and Gd~+
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mined from trie peaks in trie derivative of Gv/T (solid triangles y =
0, crosses y =

0.02 and squares

y =
0.07) or of trie resistivity (2% Zn sample open triangles).

ESR [58j for YBa2(Cui-yZn~)307 it is clear that Zn doping gives rise to unpaired electrons

in the superconducting state, namely there is a
large residual density of states below Tc. For

a d-wave superconductor any elastic scattering centre is expected to suppress Tc and increase

the residual DOS simply because it mixes states with positive and negative values of the

order parameter. However at present, and in the absence of detailed calculations using the

known scattering cross section of the Zn atoms [59, 60] other possible mechamsms should also

be considered. For example, if the Cu d spins are actually necessary for superconductivity

then their replacement by non-magnetic Zn could suppress superconductivity locally [56] (e- g-

within a superconducting coherence length of the Zn atom), and give rise to the residual density

of states mentioned above. More precisely, as discussed below, Zn substitution seems to cause a

shift in quasi-partiale spectral wei)ht (density of states) from higher to lower energies. If these

lower energy states are non-propagating (localised) quasi-partiale states then they will not

contribute to the superconducting condensation energy and Tc will fall- This latter viewpoint

is more consistent with our analysis of the normal state properties aiid raises the intriguing

concept that the Cu d spins are actually necessary in order for the doped holes to propagate

in the cuprates.

5. 2. MAGNETIC Su SCEPTIBILITYj ABOVE Tc.
~

~,Experimentally it is clear that for YBa2 Cu3 07

[59j and especially La2-~Sr~Cu04 [61-63j and ~xygen deficient YBCO [63], Zn substitution

does give rise to an upturn in x(T) at low temperatures. Some of Dur own data for YBa2Cu307

doped with Zn [63], Co [64j or Ni [65] are shown m Figure 20a- Above 200 Il the effect of Zn is

much smaller than that of the other two elements which have well defined magnetic moments

of 1.7 and 3-9/tB per Ni or Co atom respectively- For Ni and Co the temperature independent

magnetic moment adds a constant to ~T which therefore increases linearly with T. On trie

other hand for Zn doping XT is curved below 200 K (Fig. 20b)- This latter behaviour has been

attributed to Zn causing magnetic moments on neighbouring Cu atoms with ferromagnetic
interactions and hence a Curie-@eiss law ~ =

C/(T Ù) [59j- NMR measurements of an
~~Y

satellite line support the presence of a Zn moment [66j although the satellite splitting follows

a Curie rather than Curie-Weiss behaviour- On the other hand Gd~+ ESR studies [68] suggest
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values in %; c) plots of trie derivative y* (e d(xT)/dT) for trie Zn samples, showing
a

shift

in spectral weight tram higher to lower energies, leading to a gap in
trie spin spectrum for î% Zn in

YBa2Cu307.

that Zn doping does not give rise to a magnetic moment on trie Cu02 Planes although it may

cause a moment on trie CUO chains- Also we note that because any moment induced by Zn

doping is certainly small (r~ 0.4 to 0-6/tB Per Zn atom) ii is much more diflicult to prove that

trie Curie-Weiss term increases linearly with Zn concentration and rule out effects caused by

nearest neighbour pairs of Zn atoms.

An alternative picture is to say that Zn doping modifies trie excitation spectrum and shifts

spectral weight from high to low energies. From this viewpoint trie x* plots for trie î% Zn

doped sample in Figure 20c show that trie curvature in XT is partly trie result of extra states

near E
=

0, which give an upturn m x* at low temperatures and partly trie result of a gap-like
feature resulting from trie redistribution of spectral weight from higher to lower energies- (For
samples which are

still superconducting m trie measuring field of 5 T e-g- the 0 and 2Vo Zn

samples m Figure 20c, there is an additional upturn in x* from the diamagnetism). This sort

of picture also gives a consistent description of the effects of Zn doping on the susceptibility
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Fig. 22. ab plane re8istivity of laser ablated YBa2(Cuj-TZn~)307 films [68] with
~ =

0,0-01,

0.02, 0.03 and 0.07. Insert shows that trie extra temperature independent resistivity increases
linearly

with
~.

of LSCO (Fig. 21) and of our unpublished susceptibility data for oxygen deficient, Zn-doped
YBCO-

5.3. RESISTIVITY. The effects of Zn doping on trie resistivity of YBa2Cu307-à and La2-x

Sr~Cu04 are reasonably well established; studies bave been made on polycrystalline [59, 67j,
epitaxial thin film [68j and single crystal samples [12j and the scattering cross section lias

been calculated using a phase shirt analysis [60j. At optimum hole concentration Zn doping

causes the parallel shirt of pab(T curves shown in Figure 22 [68] corresponding to Matthiessen's

rule. The extra T-independent resistivity mcreases linearly with Zn concentration as expected
for so-called "single impurity" scattering- However, at higher Zn concentrations (y > 0.03)
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as shown
more

clearly

m
b) trie onset temperature remains near 180 K [68].

there is a tendency for p(T) of YBa2(Cui-yZny )3 06.95 to show a slight upward curvature with

larger values of dp/dT
near 300 K [59, 68j- This behaviour is also apparent in single crystal

studies [12,30j-
As shown m Figure 23a trie downward curvature in p(T) associated with trie normal state gap

m oxygen deficient YBa2Cu307-à is reduced by Zn doping (especially for y > o-o?) However,

as far as we can tell, trie onset temperature, which is a measure of trie normal state gap, is

not altered (Fig. 23b)- We should also note that trie absence of downward curvature m trie

resistivity for y > 0-0i does not necessarily imply that trie normal state gap is destroyed, smce

incipient localisation of low energy states would contribute a semiconducting T-dependence to

trie resistivity

5.4. HALL EFFECT. Trie ab plane Hall effect of YBa2Cu307 is altered in a rather compli-
cated way by Zn substitution [30j and the sinipler dependence, cet RH

"

AT~ + B, [30j with A

constant and B proportional to Zn content, was strong evidence in favour of the two-hfetime

mortel of Anderson [31]. Dur results for epitao~ial thin films [69] of YBa2 (Cui-y Zny )3 07 shown

in Figure 24 are m broad agreement with those of reference [30]. One important dilference

is that in our work the high temperature value of RH is more mdependent of Zn doping, 1-e-

Zn seems to bave a larger elfect at low temperatures as found for XT (Fig. 20b) and for

trie thermoelectric power discussed in trie following section. Despite this dilference, as shown
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in Figure 24, cot RH for our Zn doped samples also approximately follows at T~ law with a

temperature mdependent residual scattering rate. This elfect of Zn is in contrast to the elfects

of noie doping je- g. mduced by oxygen deficiency il ii
or Co doping [70j where there is a slight

reduction in slope but little change m the residual scattering term- The fact that cot RH is

not sensitive to the growth of the normal state gap with underdopmg remains a
challenge to

theorists.

à-à- THERMOELECTRIC POWER. The effect of Zn doping [î2] on tire room temperature
TEP of YBa2Cu307-à is shown in Figure 25. Surprismgly, although Zn is a strong scatterer,

e-g. 5% Zn mcreases pab(300) by 50Vo, the room temperature TEP is much more sensitive to

hale concentration ii- e. in this case oxygen deficiency à) than to Zn content. However, there

is a small elfect which is more apparent in the T-dependent results shown in Figure 26. Namely
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trie Zn-doped and Zn-free TEP results start to deviate below a certain temperature and this

Provides another way of estimating the normal state gap [72] Similar behaviour over a wider

range of hole doping lias been found for Zn doped (Y, Ca)(Ba, La)2(Cui-gZny]408 (î2]. Trie

TEP results for YBa2(Cui-yZny)307-à combined with specific heat and NMR Knight shift

data, give a consistent picture for trie hole dependence of the normal state gap as sketched in

Figure 27. From this figure it appears that the gap goes to zero at optimum doping. In some

ways the gap appears to be necessary for the occurrence of superconductivity. If it is toc large
then not enough entropy is available for superconductivity but if it is too small then Tc falls

again. However even though the gap is zero on the overdoped side there is still a small but finite

energy scale as origmally shown by analysis of Hall data for overdoped La2-~Sr~Cu04 (73].
Trie results for g(E) in Figure 18 show that there is no mconsistency here, although there is
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no gap on trie overdoped side, there is still an energy-dependent enhancement of g(E), whose

width defines a small characteristic energy-

6. Scaling of the Thermoelectric Power

The analysis of trie specific heat aiid magnetic susceptibility described above encouraged us

to treat the thermoelectric power m a similar way. Typical data measured for La2-~SrzCu04
and YBa2Cu307-à are shown

m Figures 28a and b. When there is a well defined peak in

the TEP, trie scaling factors are easily found as trie TEP value (S*) and temperature (T*) of

trie peak- If net, then suitable values of trie scaling factors can usually be found from log-log
plots. As shown m Figure 29a, for LSCO there is good scahng from o-1 < T/T" < 2-5, for

x values spanmng the whole of trie range where a superconducting ground state is observed

(0.06 < x < 0.30). For YBa2Cu307-à there is also good scaling over similar range of T/T*
for a wide range of à values although trie peak in S/S* is somewhat more pronounced thon for

LSCO. As shown m Figure 30, for both LSCO and YBCO trie values of 2T* needed to give this
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scahng are in good agreement with the temperatures T( of the maxima in x* (for a d-wave

gap T(
=

0.56 A [37] where A is the normal state gap shown for YBCO in Fig. 16)- However

the values of S* do change drastically with hole content (unlike the parameter ~o in Fig. 16 or

trie ratio S*/T*). This implies that S/T might well be a more fundamental scaling variable,

although of course it must also give equally good scaled plots as those in Figure 29 but with a

dilferent functional form-

7. Conclusions

It seems that there are many unusual but systematic patterns in the normal state bulk proper-

ties of high Tc cuprates which are gradually being elucidated. The thermodynamic properties

S (entropy) and XT can be understood in terms of a single energy-dependent excitation spec-

trum- The latter can be modelled by an energy-dependent fermion density of states g(E) which

has a gap with fine nodes on trie underdoped side of the Tc-hole concentration diagram and a

fairly narrow peak at EF for the superconducting compositions on the overdoped side (Fig. 18)-

Transport properties show similar scaling behaviour with similar characteristic energies but no

equivalent quantitative analysis has been made. The maguetic susceptibility, Hall coefficient

and thermoelectric power of the cuprates are relatively easy to measure and give meaningful

results even for polycrystalline ceramics. So it should be quite easy to extend the analyses re-

viewed here to other families of cuprate superconductors (iiicluding materials with the highest
values of Tc which are not always completely phase pure) and verify that they obey the same

empirical laws found for LSCO and YBCO single crystals. This will provide a large coherent

set of data which should help theorists decide on the most appropriate model for the normal

state and hence for the pairing mechamsm- Although we find that Dur results may be expressed

m terms of an energy-dependent density of states for fermion quasi-partides we emphasise that

this does not mean that electron-electron correlations are unimportant- Furthermore there are

situations in theoretical solid state physics where interacting bosons, with slightly non-ideal

commutation relations, do behave as fermions [74].
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